In this paper we study two-sided (left and right) axially symmetric solutions of a generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator. We present three methods to obtain special solutions: via the Cauchy-Kowalevski extension theorem, via plane wave integrals and Funk-Hecke's formula and via primitivation. Each of these methods is effective enough to generate all the polynomial solutions.
Introduction
Let R 0,m be the real Clifford algebra generated by the canonical basis {e 1 , . . . , e m } of the Euclidean space R m (see [3, 11] ). It is an associative algebra in which the multiplication has the property x 2 = −|x| 2 = − m j=1 x 2 j for any x = m j=1 x j e j ∈ R m . This requirement clearly implies the following multiplication rules e j e k + e k e j = −2δ jk , j, k ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Any Clifford number a ∈ R 0,m may thus be written as a = A a A e A , a A ∈ R, * accepted for publication in Moscow Mathematical Journal using the basis elements e A = e j 1 . . . e j k defined for every subset A = {j 1 , . . . , j k } of {1, . . . , m} with j 1 < · · · < j k (for A = ∅ one puts e ∅ = 1). Conjugation in R 0,m is given by a = A a A e A , where e A = e j k . . . e j 1 , e j = −e j , j = 1, . . . , m. It is easy to check that ab = ba, a, b ∈ R 0,m .
For each ℓ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} we call e j e k (x j y k − x k y j ) represents the standard outer (or wedge) product between them.
One natural way to extend the theory of holomorphic functions of a complex variable to higher dimensions is to consider the null solutions of the so-called generalized CauchyRiemann operator in R m+1 , given by
where ∂ x = m j=1 e j ∂ x j is the Dirac operator in R m (see [2, 4, 6, 7, 9] ). Definition 1. A function f : Ω → R 0,m defined and continuously differentiable in an open set Ω in R m+1 is said to be left (resp. right) monogenic in
Moreover, functions which are both left and right monogenic, i.e. functions satisfying the overdetermined system
are called two-sided monogenic.
In a similar fashion is defined monogenicity with respect to the Dirac operator ∂ x . Note that the differential operator ∂ x 0 + ∂ x provides a factorization of the Laplacian in the sense that
and hence monogenic functions are harmonic.
One basic yet fundamental result in Clifford analysis is the Cauchy-Kowalevski extension theorem, which states that every monogenic function in R m+1 is determined by its restriction to R m (see [14] ).
Theorem 1 (Cauchy-Kowalevski extension theorem). Every function g(x)
analytic in the open set Ω ⊂ R m has a unique left monogenic extension given by
,
This result leads to the construction of special monogenic functions depending on the choice of the initial function g(x). For instance, if g is a function of the variable x, t with t ∈ R m fixed, then CK[g( x, t )] will produce a so-called monogenic plane wave function (see [16, 17] ).
Let us denote by M l (k) (resp. M r (k)) the set of all left (resp. right) monogenic homogeneous polynomials of degree k in R m . Another class of special monogenic functions we shall deal in this paper is the class of axial left monogenic functions (see [12, 15, 18, 19] ). They are left monogenic functions of the form
where M , N are R-valued continuously differentiable functions depending on the two variables (x 0 , r) and P k (x) belongs to M l (k). It can be easily shown that M and N must satisfy the following Vekua-type system (see [20] )
One may prove that every left monogenic homogeneous polynomial M k (x 0 , x) of degree k in R m+1 can be expressed as a finite sum of axial left monogenic functions, i.e.
and thus showing that the axial left monogenic functions are in fact the building blocks of the solutions of the equation
The analogues of functions (3) for the case of two-sided monogenicity were introduced in [13] and are defined as follows.
. A function is called axial two-sided monogenic if it is two-sided monogenic and is of the form (6) where r = |x| and A, B, C, D are R-valued continuously differentiable functions in some open subset of R 2 + = {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ R 2 : x 2 > 0}. In order to allow for explicit computations we assume that P k,ℓ takes values in the subspace of ℓ-vectors. Note that this assumption implies that P k,ℓ is two-sided monogenic. Indeed, from ∂ x P k,ℓ = 0 and using (1) we obtain
It thus follows that P k,ℓ ∂ x = 0. The consideration of functions (6) leads to a system of first-order partial differential equations with variable coefficients (see [13] ).
Proposition 1.
A function is axial two-sided monogenic if and only if C = B and
where µ ℓ = (−1) ℓ (2ℓ − m).
In this paper we study axial two-sided monogenic functions in a neighbourhood of the origin. Each such function admits a Taylor series decomposition in terms of two-sided monogenic polynomials that are of axial type.
In Section 2 we give a characterization of such two-sided monogenic polynomials in terms of the Cauchy-Kowalevski extension theorem. In particular we characterize those polynomials for which the CK-extension will be axial two-sided monogenic and prove that this class of polynomials spans the space of all polynomials two-sided monogenics.
In Section 3 we consider two-sided monogenic plane waves. They depend on a parameter t ∈ S m−1 and after integrating over the unit sphere S m−1 and applying FunkHecke's formula one obtains axial two-sided monogenics. We show that all polynomial axial two-sided monogenics may be obtained as integrals of such plane waves. We also construct axial two-sided monogenics that are expressed in terms of Bessel functions.
In the final Section 4 we start from the simple observation that if
is axial two-sided monogenic. We prove that all axial two-sided monogenics may locally be obtained in this way.
So we have several methods to obtain polynomials solutions. Of course one can also consider axial two-sided monogenics in more general domains with possible singularities on the axis or in the origin. It remains to be studied how such solutions might be obtained from the methods exposed here.
A method for obtaining polynomial solutions to the Hodge-de Rham system was obtained in [5] . Although the Hodge-de Rham system can be seen as a two-sided monogenic system with respect to the Dirac operator ∂ x , the authors do not use Vekua systems (see [13] ), Bessel functions and plane wave integrals.
Homogeneous two-sided monogenic polynomials in R m+1
The aim of this section is to prove an analogue of the decomposition (5) for the case of two-sided monogenic homogeneous polynomials in R m+1 .
We begin by observing that
which clearly yields
the following equality holds
The fact that polynomial P k,ℓ (x) in Definition 2 is two-sided monogenic remains valid for every left monogenic function F (x) with values in R (ℓ) 0,m . We can say even more: F (x) is two-sided monogenic if and only if [F (x)] ℓ is left monogenic for ℓ = 0, . . . , m (see e.g. [1] ). For the sake of completeness we include a proof here.
Proposition 2. Consider the multivector decomposition of function
Then F is two-sided monogenic if and only if each [F ] ℓ is left monogenic.
Proof. We have already seen that the condition is sufficient so we have to prove only the necessity. Put
Hence F satisfies ∂ x F = 0 if and only if
with F −1 = F m+1 = 0. Similarly, F is right monogenic if and only if
where we have used the identities
It follows from (9) and (10) that ∂ x F ℓ−1 ℓ = ∂ x F ℓ+1 ℓ = 0. This clearly ensures that each F ℓ is left monogenic. In what follows, we recall some essential identities. Let A, B, C, D and P k,ℓ be as in Definition 2. It is easily seen that
and therefore
Using the identity ∂ x (xf ) = −mf − 2 m j=1 x j ∂ x j f − x∂ x f and Euler's theorem for homogeneous functions, we also obtain that
On account of (8) we get
This gives
In the same way we can deduce identities for
then all polynomials R n , S n are identically equal to zero, except possibly R 0 and S 0 . More precisely
Proof. We shall prove the assertion by induction. When k = 1 we have
from which we obtain
and hence
showing also that xR 0 + S 0 x = 0 and therefore R 1 = 0. The statement is then true for k = 1. Now we proceed to show that if the assertion holds for some positive integer k ≥ 1, then it also holds k + 1. First, note that for k + 1 equality (15) may be rewritten as
Letting the Dirac operator ∂ x act from the left on the last equality, we obtain
where we have used identities (11)- (14) . On account of Proposition 2 and since we have assumed that the assertion is true for k, it easily follows from the last equality that
and
These equalities imply that R k+1 + xR k + S k x = 0. If we now let ∂ x act from the right, then we get
which together with (16) 
We next recall two fundamental decompositions for homogeneous polynomials. The first one is the classical Fischer decomposition in terms of harmonic homogeneous polynomials while the second one is given using two-sided monogenic homogeneous polynomials (see e.g. [6] ).
Theorem 2 (Fischer decompositions).
Let P(k) be the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k in R m . By H(k) we denote the polynomials in P(k) which are harmonic. If P k (x) ∈ P(k), then the following two decompositions hold:
Before proving the main result of the section it is useful to notice the following.
Remark 2. An analytic function g(x)
has a two-sided monogenic extension if and only if it satisfies the condition ∂ x g = g∂ x . Indeed, if f (x 0 , x) is a two-sided monogenic extension of g, then from (2) it follows that ∂ x f = f ∂ x and hence ∂ x g = g∂ x . Finally, observe that this condition implies that CK[g(x)] is two-sided monogenic.
where λ n,ℓ = − (2k + m − n − µ ℓ ) n .
Proof. By Theorem 1 we have that
it follows from the second Fischer decomposition of Theorem 2 that
where
Observe that x n 1 −n 2 M k−n 1 ,n 2 x n 2 may be rewritten as
for n 1 even, while for n 1 odd x n 1 −n 2 M k−n 1 ,n 2 x n 2 equals (−1)
is two-sided monogenic. We thus get
where a n,ℓ = 2k + m + µ ℓ − n − 2 and b n,ℓ = 2k + m − µ ℓ − n − 1. Lemma 1 now yields
for n = 1, . . . , k − 1. These relations can be assumed also in the case n = k. This leads to the desired result.
Corollary 1. Let k and n denote non-negative integers. Every two-sided monogenic homogeneous polynomial in R m+1 can always be written as a finite sum of axial twosided monogenic polynomials of the form
where P k,ℓ is an R (ℓ) 0,m -valued polynomial belonging to M l (k) (0 ≤ ℓ ≤ m) and
Proof. Observe that Theorem 3 actually shows that any two-sided monogenic homogeneous polynomial in R m+1 can be decomposed as a finite sum of left monogenic polynomials of the form (17) . We can claim that these polynomials are two-sided monogenic since their restriction to R m satisfy the condition ∂ x g = g∂ x . Finally, with the help of identities (11)- (14), it is easily seen that they are of the form (6) and hence are axial two-sided monogenic polynomials.
Monogenic plane waves leading to axial two-sided monogenics
Let h(x, y) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) be a holomorphic function and assume that t ∈ S m−1 is a fixed unit vector. It is easy to verify that
where θ = x, t . Using now the fact that 1 + it and 1 − it are zero divisors, we get
which implies that (1 − it)h(x 0 , θ) is a monogenic plane wave. Starting with these monogenic plane waves and using Funk-Hecke's formula we will be able to devise a method for constructing axial two-sided monogenic functions. For the reader's convenience we first recall:
Theorem 4 (Funk-Hecke's formula [10] ). Suppose that
where C k (t) denotes the Gegenbauer polynomial C ν k (t) with ν = (m − 2)/2 and σ m−1 is the surface area of the unit sphere S m−2 in R m−1 .
x j be the Laplacian in R m and assume that P k,ℓ is an R (ℓ) 0,m -valued polynomial belonging to M l (k). Applying the following identity
one can easily check that polynomials xP k,ℓ , P k,ℓ x are harmonic and that
The last two equalities enable us to get the classical Fischer decomposition of xP k,ℓ x, namely:
Theorem 5. The function defined by
is axial two-sided monogenic with
Proof. It is clear that for any t ∈ S m−1 the function h(x 0 , x, t )(1 − it)P k,ℓ (t)(1 − it) is two-sided monogenic and hence so is the function I h (x 0 , x). We thus only need to show that it may be written as
In order to perform this task we must compute integrals of the form
where F (t) can be equal to P k,ℓ (t), tP k,ℓ (t), P k,ℓ (t)t or tP k,ℓ (t)t. These integrals shall be denoted by I 1 , I 2 , I 3 and I 4 . We then have that
The first three integrals may be computed directly by applying Funk-Hecke's formula since P k,ℓ (t), tP k,ℓ (t) and P k,ℓ (t)t are harmonic polynomials. Indeed, writing x in polar coordinates, i.e. x = rω, we obtain
Finally, from (18) and using Funk-Hecke's formula we also get
which completes the proof.
In the next examples we compute I h for the cases h(x, y) = e x+iy and h(x, y) = (x+iy) n .
Example 1. An axial two-sided monogenic function of exponential type was obtained in [13] by assuming the existence of a solution of (7) of the form
This assumption led to an ordinary differential equation of second order for b(r) which could be solved by means of the Bessel function of the first kind J k+m/2 (r), namely
From this it easily follows that
We will now show that this particular solution of system (7) can be derived from Theorem 5 by assuming h(x, y) = e x+iy . In order to do this we shall use the following equalities
where Γ denotes the Gamma function and n!! the double factorial of n (see e.g. [8] ). It follows that
from which we immediately get
For computing A h (x 0 , r) we also need the recurrence relation
for h(x, y) = e x+iy .
Example 2.
Other two interesting choices of h are provided by the holomorphic functions h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n , h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n+1 because they yield the basic axial two-sided monogenic polynomials (17) . Let us first consider the case h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n . Note that for this case h(0, rt)C k+1 (t) is odd as a function of t and therefore B h (0, r) = C h (0, r) = 0. For the computation of A h (0, r) and D h (0, r) we use the following identity
and we can conclude that
A similar analysis can be made for the case h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n+1 to obtain
Remark 3. In view of Corollary 1 it does follow that every two-sided monogenic homogeneous polynomial in R m+1 can always be written as a finite sum of functions I h where h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n or h(x, y) = (x + iy) k+2n+1 .
A characterization in terms of derivatives of axial left monogenic functions
Proposition 1 gives a characterization of the axial two-sided monogenic functions. The goal in this section is to offer an alternative description by showing the connection between these functions and the axial left monogenic functions.
is axial left monogenic, then it is clear that
is also right monogenic. This function is moreover of the form (6) with
and hence is axial two-sided monogenic. Observe that B = C, which follows from the second equation of (4). It is natural to ask whether every axial two-sided monogenic function can be obtained in this way. There exists an axial left monogenic function M + x r N P k,ℓ such that
where c is a real constant.
Proof. On account of (19) we need to find solutions M , N to the system Using the last two equations of (7) we obtain 
